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UPDATE  
 
Hi! A lot has happened since my last report so here are some updates. Our art 
display for Missing & Murdered Indigenous Women (MMIW) happened on 
November 6th. We are currently in the middle of our Trans Visibility week, 
culminating on the Trans Day of Remembrance. We have been making some 
strides to restructure how volunteers spend time in the space, we will be 
providing them additional peer support training next week as well as finishing 
our resources binder. We are looking at chabging WGEN to a pillared system 
for next year. We have purchased a pull-up banner and are looking towards 
getting shirts and mugs (volunteer appreciation & promo). We participated in 
the International Women & Child Health conference on Saturday the 14th. The 
workshop we are planning with WMST 1AA3 continues to move on schedule. 
We begin planning for International Women’s week next week. 
 
SERVICE USAGE  
 
In our space we have seen a steady flow of students, many returners, and 
some coming to ask questions. We did have one student from the Pro-life club 
come and grill our volunteers about why there wasn’t a men’s network, but 
they handled it well. Spooptacular had an attendance of between 60-70 
people. We took count of everyone who interacted with the art display on the 
6th. We had 112 people stop to look, and 96 who stayed to read for some time. 
At the Trans Visbility events that have happened so far we had 5-8 people at 
the Beyond the Binary sessions, and about 5 people come out to the Marsha P 
Johnson doc showing. We really liked the feeling of the space during the doc 
so this will likely be something we repeat. 
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
We had our event on MMIW, which went over well. Our Monday events for 
Trans Vis. Week have gone over well so far also. Last week we did 
presentations for Spark groups, they came to the space in groups, listened to 
a presentation, got speed-training on Gender, and then competed in jeopardy. 
Last week we had exec bonding days where I basically made them come eat 
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with me and talk about not WGEN, while this was fun it was also useful and is 
something we may apply to the kinds of events we try to put on for our 
volunteers. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Our current projects are building collaborations with some other services, 
building the Feminism workshop, and finalizing a date for our Feminist 
rave/club night in February. International Women’s week will take priority in 
the next few weeks. As Social Events & Planning focusses on their exam 
destresser, Social & Political Advocacy and I will finish the framework for the 
week and start contacting different partners to finalize programming. 
Feminism 1AA3 workshop date is currently Sunday the 13th of December 
pending change. A current project for the space is putting up our corkboard in 
the back, getting rid of the green cabinet, and finding a good means to buy 
lots of pads and tampons so we can continually provide those in the space.   
 
BUDGET  

 
 
VOLUNTEERS 
 
We are currently doing a bit of changing of the guard in a sense in terms of 
how volunteers are spending their time in the space. We are trying to move 
back towards it being a conversational space, which starts with removing the 
study room aspect that the space had been garnering of late. I also believe 
that providing additional peer support training in multiple sessions will help 
volunteers feel more prepared while providing me data I can give to the next 
coordinator about what works. I am hoping this will empower our volunteers 
to feel like they can do anything while they are on shift, as there are 
sometimes situations in which toxic or erasive things are being said and I 
would like them to feel equipped and correct in addressing them. We are 
looking at moving towards a pillared system for next year which we think will 
positively impact general volunteer involvement. By having general volunteers 
join comittees if they want to be more involved will provide an opportunity for 
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them to remain more engaged. Other than that we will likely be having 
another volunteer hangout before the end of November.   
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
 
We have appropriate signage save for the wooden hanging sign, something 
which may end up waiting until next year unfortunately. Some of the books we 
wanted for the resource library are out of print so we are looking for 
comparable resources. Our planning & campaigns are running a little bumpy as 
of late due to some unforeseen hurdles. In dealing with our budget I am 
starting to notice changes that should be made for future years, i.e. a budget 
line for volunteer appreciation, a larger training budget, some 
restructuring/renaming special projects (yearly campaigns with a separate 
budget line for special projects).  
 
SUCCESSES  
 
So many people came to the MMIW display, which was phenomenal. Our 
second zine should be out by the time of this report, it’s cute, check it out. We 
also got great feedback on the presentations we ran for Spark last week, 
everyone seemed to have fun and most of the TLs (Team Leaders) I presented 
to came back to thank me after the presentations.  
 
OTHER 
 
Come to our events tomorrow! And then come to our workshop in December… 


